Direct measurements of cell number using computer-aided video microscopy.
Quantitative studies in cell culture require accurate measurements of cell density and kinetics. We have developed a direct, rapid, and noninvasive method for measuring cell number in monolayer culture. Using computer-aided video microscopy, cell number was measured without detaching or chemically destroying the cells, thereby allowing sequential measurements in the same cell population. Cell number measured by computer-aided microscopy closely correlated with hemocytometer counts and determinations of total cell protein. For high-density monolayers of mesenchymal cells, however, staining was required for accurate counts. Unlike other techniques for measuring cell density, computer-aided microscopy was especially accurate in medium- to low-density cultures (less than 6000 cells/cm2). In addition, we applied this technique to the construction of separate proliferation curves for glomerular mesangial and vascular endothelial cells in coculture. These measurements by cell type in coculture are impossible using conventional methods for determining cell number.